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Introduction

At first, the interest for North and South
Korean unification came from a flow of
thoughts that originated from affordable
and sustainable architecture on South
Korea’s countryside. Initial ambitions
sought to build a new house for my
grandmother, as her house in the
countryside was very run down.

The topic was advised to be more
controversial, thus leading to speculation
on the Korean reunification process. I was
curious on how the border conditions of
the DMZ can be speculated through the
use of design and architecture.
Understanding unification as an
inherently political-focused topic,
speculating how architecture can
become an integral part of the
conversation when discussing
future development.
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How were the
issues understood?

The first part of the research involved
understanding the issues that exist today
and how they formed through the
historical timelines.

Issues included the Sunshine Policy’s
strengths and weaknesses, and the
inherent volatile nature of inter-Korean
Relations, the United States and Russia’s
involvement in the unification process,
the ongoing tensions between the United
States and North Korea on the topic of
denuclearization, the divided opinions
within both North and South Korea
regarding how they feel about unification
and the validity of this possibility, the
inherent differences between the political
and economic institutions of both
countries, the idea of trust and
considering past provocations between
North and South Korea, and
understanding the limitations of my
background as an American-born
Korean American.

Framing the question was important
considering that it went under a
metamorphosis throughout the year.
There was an understanding that the
Korean unification process is a multifaceted issue, that needs each layer to be
individually peeled like an onion. Then
the question aims to tackle these different
issues through speculative design from
contextual and historical understanding.
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What questions
were explored?

How can architecture impact a
politically-charged situation?

How can speculative design potentially
tackle the volatile characteristics of the
Korean unification process through
horizontal exploration rather than
vertical?

How does emphasis on interior and
exterior propaganda shape the narrative
from the perspective of the average
viewer of mainstream media?
How can this thesis proposal provide
a “truthful” representation of the
unification process?

How did the spectrum of opinions formed
by both North and South Koreans
originate or relate from past events in
Korean history?
How can speculative interventions be
utilized to shorten the emotional distance
between the two Koreas?
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Precedents: Other
Global Conflicts
The Berlin Divide

The Ilemi Triangle in
Africa

Israel-Palestine Conflict

The Berlin Divide during the Cold War is a
precedent, where Berlin was divided into
a West U.S.- occupied Berlin and an
East Soviet-occupied Berlin that also
represented a city divided by the
Communist spread versus containment
policies. Both divided conflicts dealt with
the communist versus capitalist powers.

In comparison, to the Korean divide,
Berlin was divided at the center, but Korea
was divided at the borderlands of their
nations, far away from their capitals.
The Ilemi Triangle in Africa is undisputed
territory between Uganda, Ethiopia,
Kenya, and South Sudan. The dispute
arose from unclear wording of the 1914
treaty in which the provisional straight
parallel was a temporary line to be
used only until a new line could allow
for movements of the Turkana people –
nomadic herders who had traditionally
grazed the area.
Currently, Kenya has de facto control of
the triangle. Decades of Sudanese
conflicts have delayed the resolution of
the dispute.
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Antarctica

The Israel-Palestine Conflict involves
ongoing struggles between Israelis and
Palestinians that began in the mid-20th
century.

Israelis and Palestinians failed to reach
a mutual peace agreement. Key issues
include mutual recognition, borders,
security, water rights, control of
Jerusalem, Israeli settlements, Palestinian
freedom of movement, and Palestinian
right of return. This led to many
international conferences dealing with
historic rights, security issues, tourism,
and human rights.
An interesting precedent is Antarctica, as
a number of countries, including the UK,
France, and Argentina made claims over
the continent.

These claims were not recognized by
the international community since the
signature of the Antarctica Treaty in
1959, which forbade countries taking
possession of any part of Antarctica “in
the interest of all mankind that Antarctica
shall continue forever to be used
exclusively for peaceful purposes and
shall not become the scene or object of
international discord.”
This way of thinking can become a
precedent for the DMZ in which the
border condition itself should only be
used for peaceful purposes and shall
not become that scene or object of
international discord.
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Existing Responses
to N-S Conflict
Kumgangsan Mountain
Images:

Korea Konsult: “Mt.Kumgang Diamond Mountain”

“Sunshine Policy”
Images:

London Korean Links:
“[Cambridge] Reflections on
the Sunshine Policy and its
relevance today”

“The New Koreans”
Author:

Michael Breen
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Kumgangsan Mountain is a mountain
range located near the DMZ in North
Korea, and serves as a precedent for
entertainment and leisure values of a
contextual location to lighten the political
intensities of a situation.

In these kinds of locations, one does not
have to think about the atrocities of North
Korea or infrastructural differences.
The Sunshine Policy is the theoretical
basis for South Korea’s foreign policy
towards North Korea. This policy was
founded by South Korean president Kim
Dae-jung in 1998. The foundational ideals
were based on a fable where the idea is
built on the traditional Korean ways of
dealing with enemies by giving them gifts
to prevent them from causing harm.
This policy serves as a precedent,
agreeing with the nature of the
methodology where non-violence is
utilized over violence.

This book talks about “the importance
of celebrating life”, stating that the
expression of love of others and the
establishment of their equal values leads
to a successful infrastructure moving
forward, such as the social government
that each adult has an equal vote, a
healthcare system dedicated to the
physical and mental well-being of all,
and an education system dedicated to
helping all citizens reach their potential.
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Research Tools
RealTimeBoard / Miro

RealTimeBoard is a dynamic tool that was
used to frame arguments, lay out flow
charts and keep references for sorting
out various pieces of research that led to
educated speculations for a unified Korea
moving forward.

Unity-coin.org

Unity-coin.org is a website that curates all
of my research and articles into blog posts
for the audience to view and interpret.
This tool originated from reaching out to
the crypto-currency and blockchain
community, as a portion of my past
research implied using blockchain as a
potential infrastructure for a unified
Korea’s border-less currency.
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Methodology
Development

The development of the methodology
was born from a sequential process that
was dictated by numerous factors, such
as the political realities of the unification
process, the economic realities of the
unification process, the realization of
considering the spectrum of potential
futures from the understanding of the
present, the turning of the idea of
volatility as a constraint into a
opportunity for speculative design, and
understanding that there are different
possibilities or answers to the same
question.
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Intervention
Location in
Question:
The DMZ

The DMZ is a band of land that runs
across the Korean Peninsula, where it
was established by the provisions of the
Korean Armistice Agreement to serve as
a buffer zone between North and South
Korea. It was created through a mutual
agreement between the United Nations
Command and the People’s Republic of
China in 1953.

The DMZ stretches across 250 kilometers
(160 miles), and is about 4 kilometers
(2.5 miles) wide. A total of 4 tunnels were
discovered bypassing the DMZ, but there
are believed to be at least 20 more tunnels
that were dug by North Korea as an act of
aggression towards a potential planned
invasion of South Korea. North Korea was
accused by the United Nations Command
of threatening the 1953 Korean Armistice
Agreement that was signed at the end of
the Korean War. One of the tunnels is now
a tourist site, though still well guarded.
The 38th parallel north was the original
boundary between the Soviet Union and
the United States’ abrupt administration
areas of Korea at the end of WWII.
Following the establishment of the
Republic of Korea and the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea in 1948, the
DMZ became a de facto international
border and one of many points of tension
in the Cold War.
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Through the Armistice Agreement of July
27, 1953, the DMZ was created as each
side agreed to move their troops back 1.2
miles, creating a buffer zone that is about
4 kilometers (2.5 miles) wide. A large
amount of troops were stationed along
both sides in response to the armistice
and the genuine hostility that exists
between both countries.

WORLD ATLAS: “What Is The Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)?”
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The DMZ as a
Physical Barrier

The identity of the DMZ as a physical
barrier has been mostly shrouded in
mystery for a long time. According to
North Korea, the U.S. and South Korea
constructed a concrete wall along the
DMZ. These two countries claimed that
there is no wall, but there are anti-tank
barriers along some sections of the DMZ.
It was revealed in 2007 that there is no
wall that extends coast to coast between
North and South Korea, and the pictures
of a “concrete wall” that was used by
North Korean propaganda were pictures
of the concrete anti-tank barriers.

The DMZ as an
Emotional Barrier
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Through the development of removing a
total of 800,000 landmines from the
border zone, it is shown that the Joint
Security Area is separated only by
standard barbed wire fences.

BBC : “North Korea solider shot while defecting at DMZ to South”

In addition to the properties of the DMZ
as a physical barrier, the DMZ also functions as an emotional barrier where even
though Seoul and Pyongyang and capital
cities of each Korea are geographically
close to one another, the emotional distance is perceived as vast.

Currently, the DMZ restricts civilian
access from both sides under different
circumstances. The North Korean
government actively restricts access
through electric fences, landmines,
and armed sentries. The South Korean
population is afraid of being detained or
kidnapped by North Korean soldiers and
of the active landmines. This framework
of thinking pushes both sides away from
the border, enabling the DMZ to become a
point of divergence rather than a point of
convergence.

The Washington Times: “Tony Kim now third American detained by North Korea”
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“What is considered
a Checkpoint?

Joint Security Area
(JSA)
Korean Transcription:
공동경비구역

Also Called:
Truce Village
Panmunjeom

Location:

37°57′21″N
126°40′36″E
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A checkpoint by definition is a place that
is placed generally between two countries
where travelers or goods are inspected.
When thinking about a connection that
is established between North and South
Korea, existing political context is considered where radically different institutions
present a specific scenario where two
tense oppositions converge into a single
boundary.
Different forms of this checkpoint are laid
out, such as an opening, turnstile, gate,
or military checkpoint. The methods of
crossing also vary from land, sea, or air.
The quantity of people crossing is also
considered in addition to their positions
in the social class system. Different
scenarios are then speculated through the
perspective of the North Korean and the
South Korean.
The Joint Security Area is the only place
where the North and South Korean
military face each other. This area is
what is shown the most when unification
news is reported both nationally and
worldwide. The programmatic usage of
this area is for diplomatic engagements
between both Koreas.

In 2018, the officials of both countries
ordered the area to be cleared of all
landmines, weapons, guard posts, and
personnel. As of now, which at this time is
May 2019, the Joint Security Area
contains just 35 unarmed security guards.
It is now transitioning into becoming a
full-time tourist attraction.
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“A Construct The
Koreas (Never) Made
Together:
De-constructing the
DMZ For The
Imaginary”
Created by:

Dong-sei Kim

Assisted by:

Namju Lee
Eleni Gianpapa

Date:
2014

This video frames the DMZ as a spatial
condition that is constantly mutating through
the flows of time. In addition to the holistic
representation of lifestyle in North Korea,
people tend to misunderstand the DMZ as a
fixed spatial boundary.
Analyzing the DMZ through the historical
lens, the video visualizes the developments
that have happened since the division of both
North and South Korea occurred in the midst
of the Cold War.

Borders are constructed in order to contain
and divide, and these lens document the
barriers that are formed that are both physical
and non-physical, such as the Han River Estuary, which is a shared neutral waterway, the
Special Military Region, the Civilian Control
Area, and the landmines that are scatter within
and around the DMZ that are estimated to be
around 2.2 million in quantity. These
landmines not only become a physical barrier,
but an emotional barrier where civilians from
both sides grow weary of approaching the
border itself.

“Present moment is a
split-moment of activation
that reveals itself upon the
sedimentation of the past,
and the future is just a blink
of an eye away from us.”

In terms of the transgression lens, there
are various flows that bypass this border
condition on a regular basis. There are two
villages called Kijong-Dong (Peace Village)
on the North Korean side, and Daesung-Dong
(Freedom Village) on the South Korean side.
Furthermore, Red-Crowned Cranes are an
endangered species of animal that bypasses
the border conditions regularly.

Despite these transgressions and mutations,
the DMZ spatial footprint is gradually growing
smaller, becoming 43% less than its original
footprint than its initial formation. In the end,
the ecological, economical, political, and
military flux represent the desire of the
collective.
Overall road-map of historical flows
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Through the understanding of
history in context starting from the
formation of the Joseon Dynasty, one
understands that a majority of
Korea’s history from the 1400s show
that Korea has been under occupation
by foreign forces for almost the whole
time, and historical development
only shows the transfer of Korea’s
ownership between greater powers.

History in
Context

Chapter 1: Occupied (1392-1910)
Founding of the Joseon Dynasty

Japanese Invasions & Occupation
Manchu Invasions

The Sino-Japanese War
The “Korean Empire”

Chapter 2: Divided (1910-2008)
The Cold War

The Korean War

Growth of North Korea
Growth of South Korea

Inter-Korean Development

Chapter 3: Hiatus (2017-2019)
Year 2017
Year 2018
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2050

2010
2017
2019

1945

1390

Year 2019
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OCCUPIED.

DIVIDED.

HIATUS.

UNIFY.

Rise of Joseon Dynasty, and Japanese Occupation

The Cold War, Korea’s Divide, and Individual Growth

Rekindling Flames of Friendly Relations

Speculating Future Gradual Development

Founding of the
Joseon Dynasty
Time Period:

(~1392 - 1408)

Images:

Wikipedia: “Society in the
Joseon Dynasty”
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Most people talk about the Joseon
Dynasty starting from King Sejong’s rule
and his accomplishments, but there were
many developments prior to his rule that
are important to address. During the Late
14th Century, the previous Goryeo
Dynasty was in decline because of
constant power struggles and nominal
occupation by the Mongol Empire.

On 1388, Yi Seong-gye deposes Goryeo
King U by defeating rival general Choe
Yeon. From 1389 to 1392, Yi Seong-gye
rules through Goryeo puppets and
executed King U and his 8-year-old son.
General Yi ends up taking the throne and
becomes King Taejo. In fear of mutiny
and rebellion, Taejo declares himself the
founder of “Kingdom of Great Joseon”,
wiping out rebellious members of the old
dynasty’s clan. In 1395, The Joseon capital
is moved from Gaegyeong to a new city
named Hanseong, which later became
known as today’s South Korean capital,
Seoul. Following 1408, King Taejo’s rule
ends, which led to the young Joseon
Dynasty enduring political volatility,
where King Taejo’s sons fought for the
throne.

The youngest son, King Sejong the Great
took the throne, thus enabling the
Joseon culture and power to reach a new
pinnacle, inventing the Korean script,
Hangul, and revolutionizing agriculture by
sponsoring the invention of the rain gauge
and sundial. This society was born on
Neo-Confucianist ideals, and were divided
into four classes: The Yangban nobility,
the Chungin middle-class, the Sangmin
commoners, and the Cheonmin outcasts.
During this period, clan structure stressed
the importance of bloodline. Family life
was regulated by law, strictly enforcing
these Confucian ideals.
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Japanese Invasions
& Occupation
Time Period:
(1592 - 1597)

Images:

The Deadliest Blogger:
Military History Page: “GREAT
WARSHIPS OF HISTORY:
KOREAN TURTLE SHIP”
Wikipedia: “Japanese
invasions of Korea
(1592-1598)”
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On the year of 1592, Toyotomi Hideyoshi
used his samurai army to invade and
attack Joseon Korea. The ultimate goal
was the conquer the entirety of Ming
China. Both Pyongyang and Hanseong
were captured, cutting off the ears and
nose off of more than 38,000 victims.
There was a military stalemate between
Japan and Korea after a successful string
of guerrilla warfare with Joseon civilian
militias.

Japan launched a second offensive in
1597, where it largely resembled the
first invasion that was conducted by the
Japanese. They had initial success on land,
but had to retreat on the southern coastal
regions. Korea was saved by Admiral Yi
Sun-sin, who ordered the construction of
“turtle-ships” or “거북선”, cutting off the
Japanese supply line and forcing
Hideyoshi to retreat.
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Manchu
Invasions
Time Period:
(1627 - 1894)

Images:

Alchetron: “First Manchu
invasion of Korea”
Quora: “What if Joseon Korea
had defeated the Manchu
invasion?”
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The Manchu leader Huang Taiji attacked
Korea in 1627 through a newly established Manchu Qing Dynasty. They wanted
to establish their status as the center of
the Imperial Chinese Tributary System,
implying the severance of Joseon Korea
with the Ming Dynasty. The Qing withdrew by taking a Korean prince hostage in
fear of revolt within China.
They invaded again in 1637, where they
laid waste to northern and central Korea.
Joseon’s rulers had to submit to a
tributary relationship with Qing China.
In 1882, Korean soldiers that were angry
about late pay and dirty rice rebelled
and killed a Japanese military advisor,
burning down the Japanese legation. This
was called the Imo Rebellion, which led
to increased military presence of Chinese
and Japanese forces in Korea.
Until 1894, Joseon Korea remained a
tributary state of the Qing Dynasty,
although the influence of the Manchu
decreased from the late 18th century as
Joseon was able to prosper again.
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The Sino-Japanese
War
Time Period:
1894

Images:

Encyclopedia Britannica:
“First Sino-Japanese War”
Alchetron: “The Sino Japanese
War at Sea 1894”
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The Sino-Japanese War was a conflict
between China and Japan what signaled
the birth of Japan as a major world power
and showed the weakness of the Chinese
empire. The war itself stemmed from
conflict between the two countries over
the occupation of Korea. For Korea thus
far, it was China’s most significant client
state, but its strategic location
opposing the Japanese islands and its
native resources for iron and coal
garnered the interest of Japan.

The first Sino-Japanese War was fought
mainly on Korean soil and ended in defeat
for the Qing. Japan took control of KOrea’s
land and natural resources through the
end of World War II.
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The “Korean
Empire”
Time Period:

(1897 - 1911~)

Images:

Wikipedia: “Korean Empire”
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On 1897, China’s hegemony over Korea
ended with its defeat in the first SinoJapanese War. The Joseon Kingdom was
renamed “The Korean Empire”, even
though it had fallen under Japanese
control.

On 1907, Korean Emperor Gojong sent an
emissary to The Hauge to protest Japan’s
aggressive posture, leading to the monarch being forced to abdicate his throne.
Japan installed its own officials in the
executive and judicial branches of the
Korean Imperial Government, disbanded
the Korean military, and gained control of
the police and prisons.

The Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty was
signed on 1910, and the Emperor of Korea
ceded all of his authority to the Emperor
of Japan. The Japanese ruled Korea for the
next 35 years until the Japanese
surrendered to the Allied Forces at the
end of WWII. The Koreans also began to
modernize around this time.
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The Cold War
Time Period:
(1947 - 1991)

Images:

The American Yawp: “25. The
Cold War”

The Cold War was a period of geopolitical
tension between the United States with
its allies and the Soviet Union with its
satellite states after World War II. The
conflict begins when U.S. diplomat George
F. Kennan’s “Long Telegram” from Moscow
confirmed a United States foreign policy
of containment of Soviet expansionism
threatening certain regions that are
located in strategic positions, including
Korea.
The term “cold” comes from the fact that
there were no large-scale battles, but
rather they supported various major
regional conflicts called “proxy wars”. This
was represented by the United States and
the USSR as two superpowers with
profound political and economic
differences.
By the 1970s, the United States and the
USSR had become interested in making
compromises in order to establish a more
predictable and stable international
system under a period of “détente”, which
included the United States opening
relations with China as a strategic
counterweight to the Soviet Union, and
the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
Following Japan’s defeat and the end of
World War II, the Soviet Union and the
United States agreed to split the post-war
control of the Korean Peninsula between
themselves. The peninsula divided
between a southern half, occupied by
United States troops, and a northern half
occupied by Soviet troops.
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The Korean War
Time Period:
(1950 - 1953)

Images:

Wikipedia: “Korean War”

The Korean War was one of “proxy wars”
that was fought between North Korea that
had support from the Soviet Union and
China and South Korea that had support
from the United Nations and the United
States.
On June 25, 1950, North Korea invaded
South Korea under Soviet-backed leader
Kim Il-sung, sparking the beginning of the
Korean War. About 10 million Koreans
were separated from their families on
either side of the border.
During the course of the war, Seoul
changed hands a total of four times,
where the last two years of the war were
fought as a battle of attrition, with the
battlefront boundary being located on the
38th Parallel.
A ceasefire was signed at the border
village of Panmunjeom on July 27, 1953,
where North and South Korea were
formally divided at the 38th Parallel.
Panmunjeom later was established into
the Joint Security Area, where it is what is
covered the most by mainstream media.
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“While we Germans were
divided after the war
because of our sin, the
Koreans were divided
because of their innocence.”

The National Interest: “A Scary Scenario: North Wins the Korean War”
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Growth of
North Korea
Time Period:
(1961 - 2010)

Images:

History: “North Korea”

Under Kim Il-Sung’s philosophy of Juche,
which is the theory of self-reliance and a
strong independent state, North Korea
developed in near-complete isolation,
in an attempt to achieve true socialism.
Their political system is built using the
principle of centralization as the
foundational value. The state assumed
complete control over the economy,
collectivized agricultural land and
asserted ownership over all private
property.

While the constitution of North Korea
formally guarantees the protection of
human rights, there are harsh constraints
on the freedom of expression, with their
government closely supervising the
everyday lives of the citizens.

Due to early investment in steel
production and mining, North Korea’s
military and civilian economy initially
outpaced South Korea. Through Soviet
support, Kim built a military that was one
of the strongest in the world despite their
people becoming poorer. However, by the
1980s, South Korea’s economy exploded,
while North Korea’s economy plateaued.

The North Korean famine that started in
1994, along with the general economic
crisis called the Arduous March, lasted
until 1998. Economic mismanagement
and the loss of Soviet support caused food
production and imports to decline rapidly.
A series of floods and droughts
exacerbated the crisis, leading to the
deaths of around 550,000 North Koreans.
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Growth of
South Korea
Time Period:
(1961 - 2010)

Images:

ThoughtCo: “South Korea |
Facts and History”

After the Korean War, South Korea
maintained close relations with the
United States, receiving economic,
political, and military aid. The people
lived in brief political freedom until Park
Chung-hee’s military coup which
overthrew the Second Republic. Park
wanted to bring South Korea in the
developed world, thus undergoing rapid
economic growth and industrial
development in the 1960s and 1970s.

After Park’s assassination in 1979, Chun
Doo-hwan took power. As another
general, the country was subject under
strict military rule. Through armed
protests by students, martial law was
lifted in 1981, and Chun was re-elected
under a constitution. There was
dissatisfaction with how the country was
run in 1987, leading to the revision of the
constitution.

Roh Tae-woo wins South Korea’s very first
election in 1987, liberalizing the political
system and combating governmental
corruption. The 1980s were all
about South Korea developing their
economy, transitioning over to computer
and high-tech industries, and improving
their relations with China and the Soviet
Union. Continuing to transition away from
their initial ties to military rules and
towards more democratic institutions,
Kim Young-sam was elected as its first
civilian president in more than 30 years.
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Kim Dae-jung became the next President
in 1998, earning a Nobel Peace Prize for
his contributions for democracy, and his
“Sunshine Policy”. Park Geun-hye became
South Korea’s first female president,
but was impeached due to corruption
scandals involving bribery and influence
peddling.
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Inter-Korean
Development
Time Period:
(1961 - 2010)

Images:

KOREA.net: “President Kim
Dae-jung bids farewell to
North Korean leader”

The first signs of inter-Korean
development occurred in 1972, when
the Red Cross societies from both sides
met for the first time in Pyongyang to
negotiate the reunion of Korean families
that were separated since the end of the
Korean War.

On September 17th, 1991, Both North and
South Korea joined the United Nations.
Later in December, the two nations signed
a non-aggression agreement which
includes replacing the Korean War
armistice with a peace treaty, the absence
of which has kept both sides technically
still at war.
When Kim Dae-jung became president in
1998, he enacted the “Sunshine Policy”,
which aimed to provide humanitarian and
economic aid to North Korea. This led to
unprecedented friendly relations with
North Korea for the first time, with Kim
Dae-jung and Kim Jong-il, the North
Korean leader at the time, to hold a
historic summit in Pyongyang, which is
the capital city of North Korea.
However, this was only the start of a very
volatile relationship between North and
South Korea, mainly due to North Korea’s
consistent development of nuclear
weaponry. The problems were only
emphasized when Kim Jong-un took over
his late father’s position as North Korea’s
leader in 2011, where his regime
conducted repeated tests of nuclear
missiles.
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Year 2017
Time Period:
2017

Images:

CNN: “President Moon: There
will be no more war”

Following growing tensions with North
Korea since 2010, flames for friendly
relations rekindled with the South Korean
election of Moon Jae-in in May 2017, who
was a left-centered candidate. He pledged
in his campaign to solve the North Korean
crisis as one of the foundational goals for
his presidency.
But in September, The Philippines
suspended trade with North Korea to
comply with the UN Security Council
Resolution which called for further
sanctions on North Korea over its July
2017 missile tests. Resolution 2375 was
enacted, where sanctions by the United
Nations limited oil and refined petroleum
products from being exported from North
Korea, and the North Korean nationals’
ability to travel.

Going into October, the United States once
again opened negotiations with North
Korea with the inclusion of Moon Jae-in.
Sanctions on North Korea continued in
December, lowering their oil prices.
Resolution 2397 was enacted in response
to the Hwasong-15 ballistic missile
launch, which restricts fuel imports and
North Korean citizens’ ability to travel
abroad.
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Year 2018
Time Period:
2018

Images:

The Japan Times: “South
Korea’s Moon to visit White
House next month in bid to
salvage Kim-Trump nuclear
talks”
By: Jesse Johnson

There was an optimistic start to 2018,
with both North and South Korea
reopening hot-lines with each other. In
February, Kim Jong-un’s sister Kim Yojung stayed in Seoul for 3 days following
the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.

In April, South Korean K-pop idols
performed in North Korea for the first
time. Moon Jae-in and Kim Jong-un met in
the Joint Security Area, where they shook
hands prior to their inter-Korean summit.
In May, Moon Jae-in and Kim Jong-un held
a meeting to finalize plans for an interKorean summit.
In June, Donald Trump, the U.S. President
and Kim Jong-un met in Singapore for a
historic summit. The two Koreas began
military talks to discuss easing tensions.
In July, both North and South Korea
began to cooperate on North Korea’s
deforestation efforts. The two Koreas
also fully restored western military
communication lines. North Korea also
sent a team to Japan to mend ties with
Japan.

In August, North and South Korea
collaborated to close 10 DMZ guard
posts. In September, Moon Jae-in arrived
in Pyongyang to meet with Kim Jong-in,
climbing up Mt. Paektu together.
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In October, both Koreas agreed to
demolish 22 more guard posts. In
November, North and South Korean
halted all hostile military acts near the
DMZ. North Korea promoted interKorean summit symbols to attract
tourists. Both Koreas connected the roads
inside the DMZ, with the beginnings
of a joint railroad inspection.
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Year 2019
Time Period:
2019

Images:

Vanity Fair: “Amateur-Hour
Diplomacy: Insiders fuming
after Trump-Kim summit falls
apart”
By: Abigail Tracy

In January, South Korean scholars moved
to publish an inter-Korean medical dictionary. North Korean media pushed for
resumption of Mt. Geumgang and Kaesong
projects. A North Korean art troupe performed in Beijing.
In February, Kim Jong-un made a friendly
visit to Hanoi ahead of his summit with
Donald Trump. There was a break-in at
a North Korean embassy in Spain, where
computers were stolen. Donald Trump
and Kim Jong-un met in Hanoi, Vietnam
for their 2nd summit, but resulted in an
unsuccessful attempt at compromising to
an agreement.

In March, North Korea rebuilt a longrange missile site. North Korea pulled
out of the inter-Korean liaison office. The
United States vowed to keep sanctions on
North Korea until denuclearization. The
United Nations lowered Pyongyang
sanctions to allow for United States
humanitarian aid. Excavation on the DMZ
began in order to remove Korean War
remains.
In April, the budget for potential DMZ
hiking trails have been approved.
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Overall Framework:
Agency to Design
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The Perspective of a
Korean-American
Who am I?
Birthplace:

Queens, New York

Age: 23

My background serves as an inherent
constraint when attempting to immerse
myself in the situation between North
and South Korea. Although I am of Korean
blood, I was born in the United States, and
had a different upbringing and culture in
comparison to traditional South Korean
culture and society. There existed an
inherent need for me to learn more about
where my parents and I came from.
This thesis proposal served as a journey
for me to learn more about my heritage
through interviews, interactions with
people, and meticulous research both on
Korea’s history and culture. Through a
transition from a sympathetic
understanding to an empathetic
understanding, I can better understand
how these different opinions on the
unification were formed through the
context of their individual familial and
overall history of Korea’s development as
a society and a culture.
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Open the Gates to a
Conversation
Prompt to Unify.

The aim of this proposal is to get people
to talk more about the situation through
a more truthful representation of the
unification process and how life is like in
North Korea from top to bottom.

There is a wide spectrum of opinions
that frame how various people feel about
the unification process. These people
originate from different perspectives and
upbringings, along with varying levels of
knowledge regarding Korean history and
the unification process.
In addition, most people have stated that
these opinions stemmed from only
thinking about the unification process
on a superficial level. Unless one is
intentionally invested in learning about
the process, there is no incentive to
understand the truths behind political
agendas that distort the narrative when
it is covered on mainstream media.

The showing of the exhibition serves as
a consolidation of the knowledge that I
have obtained over the course of this year.
The exhibition also serves as a converging
point for people that are exposed to
information in their immediate vicinity.
After looking through the exhibition,
people are compelled to discuss and
speak with one another. The fact that the
exhibition becomes a gathering space for
these people facilitates the exposure of
these developments to mainstream media.
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Understanding
the Present
Volatility.
Origin.
Handshake Date:
April 27, 2018

At first, it felt as though the friendly
handshake between Moon Jae-in and
Kim Jong-un served as the catalyst to
facilitating the Korean reunification
process. But as research and
contemplation continued, it wasn’t
the fact that it was unprecedented
development for a unification process,
but addressing the inherent volatile
nature of inter-Korean relations. There
are constant shifts between friendlier
relations and aggressive provocations
that can happen either over the course
of a few months or separating today
from tomorrow.
The present is an important starting
point to consider the formation of
everyone’s opinions up until today
through the understanding of the
historical context of each individual
Korean development. These opinions
are evaluated through the social,
political, and economic lens of the
situation.

The present is always a starting point, but
the present can never be fully grounded,
as time is an entity that is always flowing.
Time never freezes. Tomorrow, the next
day becomes today, and today becomes
yesterday.
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Two Kinds of
Propaganda
Political Context.
Images:

The Wall Street Journal:
“North Korea Follows
Familiar Playbook With
Guam Reversal”
by Jonathan Cheng
CNN: “N. Korean families
plead for return of restaurant
workers who defected”
by Will Ripley

There are two types of propaganda that
are present that surround North Korea
due to their unique nature of isolating
themselves from the rest of the world.
First, there is the interior propaganda
where North Korea creates a facade to
show everyone outside their borders
what picture they want to paint for them.
This includes the guided tours that North
Korea conducts where they take tourists
to Pyongyang, showing them what kind
of city Pyongyang is. But there are tight
constraints, where the tourists are only
allowed to take pictures when instructed,
and they reserve the right to delete the
photos that they do not find satisfactory.
This makes it very difficult for see behind
the scenes of what North Korea is really
like behind these selected photos.

Then there is exterior propaganda, where
the outer countries try to peer into North
Korea through these “binoculars”, trying
to grasp what this country is hiding
behind its borders. The problem with this
is that we are not getting the full picture
for life inside North Korea. Mainstream
media covers only two portions of life in
North Korea, which is either the North
Korean government or the defector
stories of the ones that escaped.
Excluding the few rare cases where the
defectors are from the upper or middle
class, most of the defectors are from the
underprivileged class.
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If the media only covers these two bases,
then most people don’t know that there
is a upper and middle class that live fairly
normal or similar lives to people in
modern societies. South Koreans believe
that they live completely different lives
than they do, but that is not always the
case.
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Facade of Holistic
Representation
Misguided Narrative.
Images:

The Wall Street Journal:
“Korean Families Reunited”

With propaganda having an effect on the
listening audience, society begins to
alienate or group North Koreans into a
single entity, assuming that because they
are all under the same political
institution, then they feel and act the
same way, which is not the case in reality.
For example, there are people in the
United States that will take offense to
being compared to their president,
Donald Trump. People shouldn’t assume
that the civilians in North Korea are alike
with Kim Jong-un.

In the context of North and South Korea,
this makes it harder to unify. Especially
when one considers the historical context
between these two countries, North and
South Korea were once a single entity.
But history has taken its course and each
side developed through a different social,
political, and economic context.

Currently, there are still numerous
extended families between North and
South Korea where the South Korean
elderly still have relatives or loved ones in
North Korea. As time goes on, the younger
generation will gradually become older,
while the older generation passes away.
This extinguishes any lasting familial
connections between North and South
Korea.
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“The North and South Korean
people are more spiritually
equal than we think.”
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Speculative Future
Spectrum
Images:

“Speculative Everything:
Design, Fiction, and Social
Dreaming”
By: Anthony Dunne

After analyzing the full scope of Korea’s
history, there are various social, political,
and economic factors that are brought
up and considered when thinking about
potential futures that a unified Korea
might take.

Laying them out on a spectrum is
beneficial in that a scale is created based
on past historical precedents through the
social, political, and economic lens.
This leads to essentially “educated”
considerations where they are laid out
from most likely to least likely paths
that a unified Korea might take.
Impossible futures are also important to
introduce because it enables discourse
regarding why it’s impossible, what can
be done to avoid it, or factors that
transition the scenario into a more
probable realm.
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Probable Future:
Perforation, but no
Unity
Probability:
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The probable reality is where most
designers operate. These realities are
design-education oriented, and frame
how traditional critiques for designs are
evaluated. In this case, it is probable
that the boundary surrounding North
Korea come down at a certain point,
regardless if the two Koreas are unified or
not. This relates to Moon Jae-in’s “Three
Belt Strategy”, where it intends to connect
the west and east belt through DMZspecific transportation.

There are both positive and negative
implications that come with North Korea
not becoming completely isolated
anymore. There would be the initial
shock value for contradicting levels of
“normalcy” for the North Korean
people. Also, a new medium of trade
would become available, where South
Korea becomes connected to Asia through
land. The “freedom to mobilize” is
introduced for North Korea, where
previously they were contained within
their country.

Probable Future:
Revival of the
Kaesong Complex
Probability:

The Kaesong Industrial Complex is a
signifcant precedent of inter-Korean
economic development, where North
Korean workers would work for South
Korean companies, earning them revenue,
while the North Korean people earn a
wage.
This complex was closed during the South
Korean presidency of Park Geun-hye due
to escalating tensions between North and
South Korea, which were caused from a
series of acts that were aggressive
provocations by the North.
But as relations eased over the course of
2017 and 2018, the Kaesong Industrial
Complex is reopened, further
strengthening the economic
infrastructure of North and South
Korea, while developing the
transportation surrounding the KIC,
facilitating the unification process.
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Probable Future:
Dorasan Station as
a Reunion Hub
Probability:

Dorasan Station is the last train station
from South Korea before one approaches
the DMZ border. It is currently
unpopulated due to political territory
that it is in. Thus it does not function as
a train station for normalized travel, but
rather a tourist spot as a DMZ train for
tours on the DMZ.

In the near future, North and South Korea
use Dorasan Station as a opportunity
for existing family members to have a
reunion, as they only happened very
rarely. These reunions were one of the few
connections that brought North and South
Korea together. This future shows this
otherwise unpopulated station being
utilized as a mobilization facilitator between both countries.
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Plausible Future:
Ascension of
Crypto-Currency
Probability:

With the rise of crypto-currency and
block-chain as an alternative to thinking
about transactions, it can become the
revolutionary border-less currency
system for North and South Korea.

This future is not far off, as both North
and South Korea have had experiences
or precedents relating to cryptocurrency and block-chains. South Korea
already established a separate sector for
crypto-currency, while North Korea has
run into trouble in the past for trying to
circumvent funds through an anonymous
identity on the block-chain.
Through this border-less and
decentralized system of currency,
the North and South Korean unification
process can potentially be facilitated
through uniting their economic
infrastructure through cryptocurrency and block-chain.
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Plausible Future:
Collapse of North
Korean Regime
Probability:
Images:

Washington Post: “We think
North Korea is crazy. What id
we’re wrong?”
by Fareed Zakaria
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Plausible realities consider scenario planning and foresight, taking into account political and economic futures. These “Whatif?” situations consider the adaptability to
thrive. The collapse of the North Korean
Regime is speculated a lot when thinking
about the existing political institutions of
North Korea, and the previous state of the
country in the midst of a famine.
If these economic and social struggles
continue or resurface, the North Korean
infrastructure will collapse, leaving a
giant hole for a reborn political tension
between the superpower countries.
Normally, South Korea would “swallow”
whatever is left of North Korea, which is
an outcome that South Korea, the United
States, and Japan may desire, but China
and some of Japan may not want to face a
stronger, empowered Republic of Korea.

Plausible Future:
Peaceful Revolution
in North Korea
Probability:

Using the “Peaceful Revolution” during
the Berlin Divide as a precedent, there
can be a scenario where the North
Korean people express their growing
discontent with the tight constraints that
are imposed on them by the North Korean
Regime, thus triggering the beginning of
their own “Peaceful Revolution” of nonviolent protest to induce change within
the political institutions of North Korea.

There exists a good, bad, and in-between
ending for this kind of narrative. The good
ending is that the government listens
and unprecedented progressive change
begins in North Korea. The bad ending is
that this revolution is violently oppressed
by the North Korean police and military,
as they have a very violent history of
dealing with opposition within society,
such as public executions. The in-between
outcome would be that the situation is
extinguished, but nothing changes.
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Possible Future:
World War III
Probability:

Possible futures exist inside the realm of
borderline science fiction, where these
futures make links between the “today”
and the “suggested”. These considerations
serve as an aid for cultural reflection
within society and think about
discussions that are neglected.
Normally, the idea of nuclear weapons
represented a symbol of power rather
than an active use of mass destruction.
This is because the countries that possess
these nuclear weapons understand that
using them to actively destroy another
country would only result in nuclear
warfare, and mass destruction on both
sides.
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In the case of North Korea, they could
be pushed to the edge due to rising
sanctions, further suffocating their
resources and economy, resulting in the
suffering of their society. North Korea
pushes the button, and everyone involved
retaliates, causing worldwide nuclear
meltdown.

Impossible Future:
“Commissions for a
Utopia”
Probability:
Actors:

Nick Bonner - Koryo Tours
An unnamed North Korean
Architect

Images:

Wired: “A North Korean
Architect’s Crazy Visions of
the Future”
by Kyle Vanhemert

Impossible futures are interpreted as
heavy science fiction, in which these
impossible scenarios encourage new
discussion and discourse that haven’t
been considered before.

An article called “Commissions for a
Utopia” serves as an important precedent
where a North Korean architect is
commissioned to envision how they
speculate the future for architecture.
This architect was given a rare chance to
do this proposal by Nick Bonner, who
runs Koryo Tours, which is the guided
tour agency for Pyongyang.
It is stated that architects in North Korea
are a government job, and they come out
of school with little to no understanding
of architecture that exists outside the
borders. This article presents an insight
that architecture can serve as a platform
for communication and engagement
through their work.
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Preferable Future:
“Peace on the
Peninsula”
Probability:
Images:

“Normalized Travel Across the
Border”
“Collaborated efforts to
remove landmines on the
DMZ”

Preferable realities are defined as justified
opinions by government and industry
determination. This understanding
highlights the limited role that consumers
and voters have in society. We ask
ourselves, “Could design help people
participate more actively as citizenconsumers?”
If there are unprecedented changes in
the development process, why can’t there
be potential for potential changes in the
existing political institutions of North and
South Korea as well? Following the year
of 2022, Moon Jae-in could become reelected through a change in the South
Korean political structure, breaking the
one-term policy for presidents.
In addition to visualizing a unified Korea,
one understands the gradual progress to
how development might play out to fill in
the holes of the process through the
incubation between the two countries
for the facilitation of unification. This
would include the continued renewal and
construction of inter-Korean
transportation routes.
Emotional connections need to be
established as well, through the act of
“normalizing” the action of crossing the
border. Traditionally, crossing the
border is politically and socially taboo
that would only be considered under
extreme circumstances. Further interKorean activities would further establish
stronger relations between North and
South Korea, possibly even going under
temporary isolationism to focus on the
restructuring of the two nations before
reaching out to the outer superpowers.
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Experimental
Scenario
Possibilities

Speculation as Method
Take 30: Scenarios

Intervention Elaborations
Archipelago in the Sky
DMZ Ski Resort

Series of Truck Stops
Crane Observatory

Inter-Korean Primary School

Mediums to Convey Messages
Exhibition

“Pyeonghwa, the Red-Crowned Crane”
History through Korean Hip-hop
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Speculation as
Method

With the spectrum of futures laid out
and almost all considerations made, this
implies that there are close to limitless
amounts of possibility for what kind of
direction a unified Korea can take.

There are four categories that grew
from this spectrum where 30 scenarios
were imagined. The first category is
mobilization, which all have to do with
prioritizing the North and South Korean
civilians’ opportunity to travel across the
border. The act of “normalizing” the
crossing the border is important on
countering the idea that crossing the
border is considered a political taboo.

The second category is infrastructure,
where it goes beyond the physical realm
in an effort to establish a closer emotional
bond between North and South Korea.

The third category are physical
interventions, where buildings are
constructed with the intent of bringing
people from both sides together and
implicate interactions between them,
thus creating a gradual process where
people from different political institutions
can meet and interact with one another
through a common programmatic usage.

The fourth category is nature
conservation of the DMZ, mainly
because the multiple layers of history
that were sedimented on the border
should be remembered, rather than
forgotten. The DMZ became an “accidental
sanctuary” due to both North and South
Korea restricting civilian access. This
allowed plants and animals to thrive and
flourish in the DMZ for the past 50 years.
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Take 30:
Scenarios
1) DMZ Sanctuary
Nature Conservation
Completion: ~2030

2) DMZ Transportation
Hub
Physical Intervention
Mobilization
Completion: ~2035

3) Dorasan-Kaesong
Zipline
Physical Intervention
Mobilization
Completion: ~2020

4) Cultural Exchange
Center
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2025
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5) Refurbishing of
Inter-Korean Highways
In order to continue the preservation
of nature on the DMZ, fencing is
considered to prevent the construction
of new development on the DMZ, as most
conglomerates are considering the space
in-between North and South Korea to be
valuable housing and real estate. This
would include the continued efforts to
remove active landmines that still exist
on the DMZ in a collaborated effort.

Most constrained or interrupted modes
of transportation converge near Dorasan
Station. With new infrastructure, there
can be a building intervention where they
partner with the South Korean KTX
railway system. This hub would include
all modes of transportation, including
cars, trains, and subways.
Playing on the fact that the distance
between the Dora Observatory and the
Kaesong Industrial Complex is very
minuscule, a zip-line can be constructed
to express the shortening of emotional
distance between North and South Korea,
as both Koreas are separated a vast
emotional distance from one another.
This building intervention would display
aspects of culture from both North and
South Korea that exhibited for attendees
and tourists. For South Korea, there is
plastic surgery, K-pop, PC-bangs,
KakaoTalk, and their respective street
fashion. For North Korea, there are their
own food choices, music, or even the
glorification of their own leader.

Mobilization
Completion: ~2025

6) Inter-Korean
Primary School

Physical Intervention
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2030

7) DMZ Ski Resort
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

8) DMZ Station

Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

There is already an existing road that
connects both North and South Korea.
In the event of progression regarding
unification, there needs to be some
changes regarding constraints and
surveillance and border patrol.
Normalizing inter-Korean travel will
take a lot of infrastructural changes
that are mainly political.

There are thoughts of fostering a new
generation of Korean youth where they
are taught with an open mind to a unified
Korea and acknowledging and respecting
one another as spiritual equals. The Joint
Security Area can a site that can be
adaptively reused for students to learn
through an objective education, while
under an environment where North and
South Korean children can coexist with
one another.

This intervention takes advantage of the
mountainous topography of the Korean
Peninsula. This facility will be available to
both North and South Koreans, and will
introduce a seasonal program that takes
advantage of the winter cycle. With recent
political developments, the joint Olympics
skiing team for a unified Korea can train
here as well as a gesture of peace and
goodwill.

With past precedents to South Korean
idols and singers performing in North
Korea, there is speculation that having
a multi-purpose stadium on the DMZ
can serve as a monumental display of
establishing a connection between North
and South Korea through North Korean
performances, South Korean concerts, and
joint hosting of future world events such
as the Olympics.
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Take 30:
Scenarios (cont.)
9) Adoption of
Crypto-currency and
Blockchain
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2040

10) Inter-Korean
Bike Trail
Mobilization
Completion: ~2023

11) Kaesong Bridge
Installation
Mobilization
Completion: ~2025

12) Unification
Balloon Line

Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2025
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13) Inter-Korean
Truck Stops
With the transition to digital currency
over fiat currency, South Korea was the
first country to recognize crypto-currency
as an alternative method of payment and
has established its own sector regarding
regulations. North Korea has also dabbled
in the blockchain with trying to cover
their tracks with smuggling funds into the
country. With the rise of crypto-currency
and blockchain, its primary factors as a
border-less currency can help facilitate a
unified future between North and South
Korea.
Similar to other recreational activities,
a bike trail can be a great activity that is
not burdened by any political constraints
and differences between North and South
Koreans. With the emotional distance
being so far apart from the border, a bike
trail can also reassure that the DMZ is not
as scary of an entity as advertised.

There is a small gap just east of the
Kaesong Industrial Complex, where the
roadways have collapsed. In the event that
this road connection is restored, there
is a pathway that connects to the main
highway in North Korea, potentially
leading to a connection from the KIC to
the Joint Security Area.
The DMZ border is not actually a
physical barrier or wall, but rather an
acknowledged separation between the
two agreed parties. This can be a more
immediate installation that displays a
row of balloons along what the border is,
displaying messages in hope for a
peaceful reunification in an effort to
garner support for these developments.

Mobilization
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

14) DMZ Hospital

Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2019 (Tents)

15) Dorasan Family
Reunion Hub
Mobilization
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

With inter-Korean economic development
being a very significant topic of discussion
when it comes to unification, a series of
truck stops can help facilitate a more
economic-driven perforation of the
border. With the inclusion of the Rason
Special Economic Zone and the KIC, these
checkpoints can essentially facilitate a
strong cultivation of economic progress
between these two countries. Moon Jaein’s 3 belt plan also mentions a need for
these connections to be made.
There is a surplus of refugees that escape
North Korea in terrible condition, and
having a hospital or medical center along
the DMZ can help stabilize their condition
before being sent to a more specialized
hospital or surgical center. This is
imagining a scenario in a more realistic
future where the unification efforts
are proceeding at a very gradual pace,
therefore these defectors would continue
to attempt at escaping into South Korea
through the DMZ border.
Currently, the Dorasan Station is a guided
tourist spot which includes a tour of the
nearby Peace Park, the Dora Observatory,
and the 3rd Tunnel of Aggression. With
family reunions being such an integral
part of the discussions for a unification,
this station can be adaptively reused to
be a place for long lost family members
to be together once more. This is fueled
by some of the older generation that still
have distant relatives or family members
in North Korea.
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Take 30:
Scenarios (cont.)
16) Decolonized
Installation for Peace
and Freedom Village
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

17) DMZ Airport

Physical Intervention
Mobilization
Completion: ~2030

18) Guest Lectures in
South Korea
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2025
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19) Guest Lectures in
North Korea
The establishment of these two villages
not only mutate the DMZ but are also
exploited as propaganda villages. The
marked zones also changed because of
these two villages and establishing a
space in between for these villages to
even meet or converse can spell huge
leaps of progress for inter-Korean dialogue past the realm of politics.

An airport along the DMZ can also serve
as a political statement with the main
runway for the planes to be perfectly split
down the middle between North and
South Korea. In the event of a successful
reunification process, this airport can
monumentally represent free travel both
within the country and outside of the
country. This is more significant for
the North Korean citizens because
currently they do not have the ability to
travel in and out of the country freely,
unless specific permission is granted,
which is almost never the case.
Guest lectures are currently a great way
to bring about discourse and discussion
after they convey the message through
their lectures. These guest lectures can
potentially be great ways to exchange
ideas and opinions between both North
and South Korea because it is important
to understand the perspectives of one
another, especially at a time of mending
like today.

Infrastructure
Completion: ~2025

20) Inter-Korean
Recreational Activities
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2025

21) Archipelago in
the Sky
Mobilization
Physical Intervention
Nature Conservation
Completion: ~2030

22) Migratory Crane
Observatory
Physical Intervention
Nature Conservation
Completion: ~2025

As previously mentioned, this also applies
to guest speakers in North Korea from
South Korea, or even overseas. This can be
a great way for North Korea to get more
accustomed to the outside world and have
a better understanding of current events.
The installation of places where both
North and South Koreans can play
sports can potentially be a great way for
bonding between both parties, whether
it’s basketball courts, soccer fields, tennis
courts, etc. There can also be events here
for joint-Korean training for the Olympics,
while also serving as a place for gathering
for both North and South Koreans.
There can be a scenario where the
land-mine removal process is deemed
too difficult to achieve, therefore the
landmines are still left there as a
constraint for future development. In
light of this, a housing complex can be
speculated where it’s completely on stilts,
or elevated above ground, similar to the
elements of a Hanok house, which can
avoid both active landmines and frequent
monsoon seasons of intense rainfall.
With nature conservation being a positive side effect to the DMZ environment,
there is a specific species of bird called
the Cheonwon Crane, which has a very
specific migration pattern that crosses
the DMZ border at a certain phase of its
migration. An observatory installation
can be created that is accessible to both
North and South Koreans as a gesture for
Koreans to observe the cranes together at
a very time-specific time of the year.
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Take 30:
Scenarios (cont.)
23) Highway Along DMZ
Mobilization
Completion: ~2035

24) Dam Deconstruction
Along DMZ
Infrastructure
Nature Conservation
Completion: ~2050

25) DMZ School for
Anthropology Studies
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2035
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26) Bridge of No Return
Renovation
In Moon Jae-in’s economic policy for
unification, the 3 belt strategy is an
integral part of his argument, where
there should be a connection for
economic progression on the west side,
east side, and along the DMZ of North
and South Korea. Currently, there is no
feasible of traveling along the entirety of
the border, which is further hindered due
to the topographic elements of a
mountainous terrain.
The ecological flows of water have been
significant in the shaping of the DMZ
border. There have been dams that were
built to prevent inter-Korean flow of
water in the past, but with continued
progress in friendly relations between
North and South Korea, we can start to
have a more perforated barrier through
these ecological flows.

There are scenarios where North and
South Korea welcome the support of
foreigners in a unification project. There
can be a possibility of an educational
space along the DMZ border that focuses
on anthropology and discuss the issues
of both North and South Korea, in order
to expose the underbelly’s that tease the
moral compass of the population and
within the society. Students from outside
both Korea’s are welcome to join in order
to cultivate a variety of opinions and point
of views to these situations.

Mobilization
Completion: ~2025

27) DMZ Restaurant
Physical Intervention
Completion: ~2030

28) Inter-Korean Drama
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2025

Currently, the Bridge of No Return is not
being used along with the UN Special
Forces outpost right next to it due to past
attempts of North Korean soldiers trying
to kidnap the soldiers that are stationed
there. This led to the bridge being
discontinued and North Korea building
a new bridge closer on their side of the
demarcation line called the Bridge of 72
Hours. With recent developments to the
unification process, this bridge can be
renovated and serve as both a functional
path for transportation and a symbolic
relic of history.

There are numerous similarities in the
kinds of food that both North and South
Koreans eat, but there are also numerous
differences as well. Some places from
within these countries are known for
different foods. Opening a restaurant on
the border can reveal new opportunities
to exchanging a culture of food in addition
to bonding over something very
wholesome and detached from politics.
People can enjoy a nice bowl of buckwheat noodles while talking about their
experiences of their respective countries.
South Korean films in general have been
getting extremely popular as a part of
their culture. The proposal to film a
drama with both South and North Korean
actors and actresses can address a mental
connection between North and South
Korea in unprecedented ways that have
not been mentioned before. In the event
that it is a film and not a drama, the
earnings that are generated can be
donated to a potential cause that involves
taking care of the mistreated.
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Take 30:
Scenarios (cont.)
29) Hydro-electric Water
Filtration System
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2045

30) Inter-Korean
eSports Tournament
Infrastructure
Completion: ~2025
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The water distribution for North Korea
has historically been very inadequate and
tends to be a contributing factor for the
high mortality in kids that are under the
age of 5. A possible hydroelectric water
filtration system that utilizes both the
North and South Korean workforce can
potentially provide North Korea with a
cleaner state of water. This would have to
be funded more by the South Korean side,
but can provide an overall better living
experience for one whole Korea.
South Korea has historically been very
adept at competitive online video games,
thus becoming an integral part of their
culture. It is commonplace to see South
Korean teams at the top for numerous
world cups for these popular games.
With eSports on the rise as a competitive
sport, it would be quite revolutionary
to see North Korea begin to take on the
challenge of competing in these eSports
tournaments, especially when they have
very limited internet access, and heavily
regulated web browsing.
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Intervention
Elaborations

5 interventions were chosen from the
pool of 30 for further expansion and
development.

LEGEND
- Series of Truck Stops
- Crane Observation Initiative
- Inter-Korean Olympic
Training

Pyongyang

- DMZ Ski Resort
- Dams Constructed to restrict
ecological flow of water across
border
- Archipelago in the Sky

Seoul
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“Archipelago in
the Sky”
Initial Development:
2030

Primary Frame
Construction:
2040

Intervention
Completion:
2044

The Archipelago in the Sky is a bridge
mega-structure that connects Pyongyang
and Seoul across an estimated 200 km
(122.5 miles). As the bridge looms over
the DMZ, this intervention aims to
lend itself to nature conservation, by
minimizing any intervention on the actual
DMZ zone to preserve it for the sanctuary
that it has become.
This bridge goes through a gradual
process, where it begins as a system of
transportation for cars and vehicles, as it
matches the mindsets of initial users, as
they would be weary of using this bridge,
because the border being perforated is
unprecedented to them. But this process
has to start somewhere.

As time goes on, and the act of crossing
the border becomes more normalized,
with the addition of rest stops, sidewalks,
and greenery. Further development brings
housing and additional amenities, as this
archipelago becomes a space for habitat
and convergence in addition to a space
for mobilization. This space facilitates the
imagined interactions between North and
South Koreans, as it functions as a space
that allows for difference.
This intervention is more abstract than
the other interventions, but aims to
bridge both a physical and metaphoric
connection between North and South
Korea.
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䐀攀猀椀最渀愀琀攀 倀爀漀瀀漀猀愀氀 䰀漀挀愀琀椀漀渀
DMZ Ski Resort
Initial Development:
2023

Primary Frame
Construction:
2025

Intervention
Completion:
2028

Images:

Nikkei Asian Review:
“Speculation swirls after
North Korea abruptly
cancels show with South”
by Sotaro Suzuki

Taking the precedents of existing ski resorts in both North and South Korea, a ski
resort is constructed on the DMZ which
serves as another point of convergence
for both North and South Koreans through
the programmatic usage of activities and
sports. This intervention is seasonal and
takes advantage of Korea’s mountainous
terrain.
This intervention helps facilitate the
“normalization” of crossing the border
in that numerous ski courses are between
the border, thus enabling the skiers to
essentially “cross the border” multiple
times without realizing it.
The ski resort also has historical
significance in that with the recent
declaration that North and South Korea
will move forward with a joint Olympics
team for skiing, this ski resort can also
serve as a training facility for this joint
skiing team as a gesture of strengthening
relations between the two countries.

The final construction of the DMZ ski
resort is completed just in time for the
2028 Olympic Games, which is held in Los
Angeles, United States.
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Series of
Truck Stops
Initial Development:
2020

Primary Frame
Construction:
2024

Intervention
Completion:
2027

These series of trucks stops are located
along the west and east belt of North and
South Korea. The distance in which they
are apart from one another is measured
with consideration to the gas usage of
both cars and trucks, in addition to the
bodily needs of the person. The nature of
the truck stops on the east and west belt
will differ in context, as the west belt is
less mountainous than the eastern side of
the Korean Peninsula.
The formal language of these truck stops
resemble the Korean rest stop, or the
휴게소, where characteristics of these
rest stops include a very large parking
lot, numerous food stalls, and a larger
restaurant in the main building that
functions a lot like a cafeteria. These
qualities of the program separate it from
American rest stops, which are a lot
smaller in building footprint, and overall
size.

The initial purpose of these rest stops are
to introduce the beginnings for interKorean economic development, with the
revival of the Kaesong Industrial Complex
being revived to help facilitate the
interactions between workers and
companies from both North and South
Korea.
As time goes on, the uses for the roads
will become more normalized, with
normal citizens being able to use these
roads.
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倀椀渀瀀漀椀渀琀 ㌀ 䰀漀挀愀琀椀漀渀猀 愀氀漀渀最 䴀椀最爀愀琀漀爀礀 倀愀琀栀
Crane
Observatories
Initial Development:
2023

Primary Frame
Construction:
2029

Intervention
Completion:
2032

Images:

axu studio: “A Construct The
Koreas (Never) Made Together: De-constructing the DMZ
For The Imaginary”
by Dongsei Kim

The Red-Crowned Crane is one of the
rarest cranes in the world, and it serves
as a symbol for luck, longevity, and
fidelity. These cranes also represent a
metaphoric ecological flow that regularly
crosses the DMZ border through their
migratory routes to breed.
These crane observatories serve as a
gathering place for North and South
Koreans to come together and observe
the cranes migrating and breeding as
a sign that the DMZ as a border can be
crossed as well.

In order to further the narrative of nature
conservation and preserving the DMZ for
the sanctuary that it has become, these
observatories are constructed through
minimal stick construction.

䤀渀椀琀椀愀氀 䘀爀愀洀攀 䌀漀渀猀琀爀甀挀琀椀漀渀
栀琀琀瀀猀㨀⼀⼀眀眀眀⸀愀砀甀猀琀甀搀椀漀⸀挀漀洀⼀㌀ 㔀 㐀㌀㘀⼀攀砀栀椀戀椀琀椀漀渀ⴀ愀ⴀ挀漀渀猀琀爀甀挀琀ⴀ琀栀攀ⴀ欀漀爀攀愀猀ⴀ渀攀瘀攀爀ⴀ洀愀搀攀ⴀ琀漀最攀琀栀攀爀ⴀ搀攀挀漀渀猀琀爀甀挀琀椀渀最ⴀ琀栀攀ⴀ搀洀稀ⴀ昀漀爀ⴀ琀栀攀ⴀ椀洀愀最椀渀愀爀礀

There are a series of three crane
observatories that are built on the
Korean Peninsula. There is one in North
Korea, one in South Korea, and one on
the DMZ.

The first official viewing of these cranes
would be organized at the DMZ crane
observatory, where it further strengthens
the initial interactions between North and
South Koreans.
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Initial Development:
2023

Initial Applications for
Teachers and Students:
2024

JSA Renovations:
2027

Intervention
Completion:
2029

When considering the fading
connections between North and
South Korea, the youngest generation
is significant in that depending on what
kind of learning and education they are
exposed to, it can facilitate a whole new
state of friendly relations, since both
North and South Korea have incorporated
some level of propaganda to their
teaching. North Korea implicated the
hatred of Americans in their school
learning, while South Korea implicated
that the North Koreans were at fault for
their mandatory military service.
The Joint Security Area is adaptively
reused to reduce the amount of new
interventions on the DMZ to preserve
the sanctuary that the DMZ has become,
with thriving plants and animals.
Additional transportation routes are
planned and constructed to facilitate the
travel to school by both North and South
Korea.

The faculty will also consist of teachers
from both North and South Korea to
balance out the question of “What is an
objective education?” If these primary
school students are subject under a kind
of teaching that emphasizes the freedom
to learn, a unified Korea can be better
speculated.
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峕颰粷 䐀䴀娀 ࣍姕傭

Inter-Korean
Primary School
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Exhibition:
B. Arch Thesis 2019
School:

Carnegie Mellon University

Location:

Miller Gallery

Open Period:

April 19th, 2019 April 24th, 2019

This exhibition served to consolidate
the research process up until now,
visualizing experimental connections
to how a unified Korea is represented
through this research. The projections in
the back show the sequential events of
development for each intervention that
was elaborated on.

The layout of the exhibition was used to
incorporate foundational elements to the
unification process and how it is both
perceived and represented. For example,
the plants that are separated by
stanchions symbolize the border, and
the “accidental sanctuary” that it has
become. This zone was intentionally
made for people not to tread to represent
how this nature should be preserved
moving forward.
The distance was measured so that one
can just touch fingertips from opposing
sides, showing that the physical distance
is close, and the opportunity to close that
emotional distance is available as well. If
one stands on one side of the stanchions,
then they only have a view of the other
perspective, and vice versa.

This exhibition also served to function
as a gathering space for interested
individuals to come discuss how they feel
about the unification process between
strangers, colleagues, and friends. The
unification process is something that
seldom gets talks about, but through
continued discourse and debate, there
can be more social awareness to the
process to the point where it is a topic
that is not as easily dismissed anymore.
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Exhibition:
B. Arch Thesis 2019
(cont.)
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Exhibition:
B. Arch Thesis 2019
(cont.)
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The model is exaggerated to be 4 times
higher than the actual topography to
show how mountainous Korea is as a
country.
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Pyeonghwa, the
Red-Crowned Crane
by Henry Yoon

평화,
그 두루미
by 윤상혁

“Pyeonghwa, the
Red-Crowned Crane”
Author:

Henry Yoon

Languages:
English
Korean

Pages:
27
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This children’s book relates to the DMZ
Inter-Korean Primary School intervention,
where the wolves and the red-crowned
crane embody the opposing sides of
Korea, and teaching a lesson for
understanding both perspectives and
learning how to forgive.
The book goes by two story lines that
happen during the same time frame, as
they are separated between the left and
the right page. This story showcases that
there may be reasons to the actions of
an opposing side. In this case, it is North
Korea that is implied as the wolves, where
the crane feels that all of the actions of
these wolves are meant to antagonize the
cranes and her friends.
This children’s book would be significant
in the context of an inter-Korean primary
school, in that it serves as a subtle way of
conveying a message of joining hands and
moving forward together as a bipartisan
unit between North and South Korea.

Hi!
I’m Pyeonghwa,
and I am a
Red-Crowned Crane.

Meet Kwangmin and
Hayoon. They are
Mongolian Wolves.
광민이과 하윤이을
만나세요. 그들은
몽골 늑대에요.

안녕!
내 이름은 평화라고해.
나는
두루미 다.

1

2

Because we all
became friends with the
wolves.
왜냐하면 우리 모두는
늑대와 친구가되었어.

27
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History through
Korean Hip-hop
Images:

Infinite Challenge: “Shoot!”
by Song Min-ho and Haha
Infinite Challenge: “Dokdori”
by Dindin and Park Myungsoo
Infinite Challenge: “Your
Night”
by Gaeko and Gwang-hee
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In an effort to get the younger generation
to be more informed about Korean
history, a lot of Korean hip-hop artists
have rapped about Korean history to
convey the importance of how South
Korea developed into present society
today.
Infinity Challenge, or 무한도전, is a
Korean variety show that recruited well
known Korean hip-hop artists for a
collaboration with the hosts to rap about
important milestones in Korean history.

Rapper Song Mino and Haha rapped about
how General Lee Soon-Shin led Korea to
victory in the Japanese Invasion of 1592
in a song called “Shoot!”. Rapper Dindin
and Park Myung-soo rapped about the
Dokdo islands, which are currently in
dispute between Korean and Japanese
ownership. Rapper Gaeko and Gwang-hee
rapped about Yoon Dong-ju, who wrote
Korean poetry in the midst of Japan’s
ethnic cleansing of Korea.
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Reflections and
Moving Forward

Post-Exhibition Testimonies
Testimony Observations

Success, or Failure?

Long Term Ambitions
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Post-Exhibition
Testimonies
Katie Chen, 20
Taiwanese

Hyeon Ju Song, 22
Korean

Jisoo Geum, 20
Korean

Alvin Wong, 21
Chinese
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Taewan Kim, 24

The exhibition allowed me to better
understand the complexities of the
relationship between North and South
Korea. Particularly, the book with the
animal characters taught me that a big
part of the problem is miscommunication
and unaligned perspectives. I also didn’t
know much about life in North Korea
prior to seeing this exhibition.

The exhibition put my abstract thoughts
about the unification process of Korea
into concrete images. The images brought
to life some aspects of Korean society that
were impacted by the unification and did
so in a very realistic way.

While I personally oppose the unification
of the two countries for political
reasons, the exhibition gave me a new
social perspective on the lives of North
Koreans. My entire life I was educated to
see them as refugees. But the photo
comparison of north and south Koreans’
lives made me realize that we are
inherently the same people under a
similar social structure, despite the
difference in our governmental system.
It’s only unfortunate to see that the
government and education system in both
countries have made people grow under
prejudice and stereotypes.
Unification doesn’t mean forget the past
and simply merge as one, but remember
the past and use it to overcome
differences.

Korean

Se Eun Park, 21
Korean

Na Young Lee, 21
Korean

Hannah Martinez, 23
Hispanic-American

When I hear a word “unification” in terms
of Korean peninsula, I think of it as a
unification that North Korea and South
Korea unite and become one nation.
However, unification process can be a
form of inter-exchange and cooperation in
many ways. That changed my perspective
on the unification. Unification deals with a
number of complex thoughts and conflicts
to overcome, and it’s very tricky to find
out a solution for us to solve the problem.
I have always been interested in the topic
of the unification and this exhibition
solidified that interest even more. The
visualization of comparing and
contrasting North and South Koreans
taught me how similar the people of both
countries are and that even though we
tend to pity the citizens of North Korea,
people are actually living their lives
beyond the DMZ.

Based on my early education in South
Korea, I was only informed about the
perspective of the South and our thoughts
on the unification. The exhibition,
especially the setting (imitation of 38th
parallel) in the gallery allowed me to look
into the perspective of the North. It drove
me to really think about the potential
unification in the future. I felt compelled
to share his exhibition with others, mainly
who does not have any prior knowledge
about the relationship between North/
South Korea.

I think for me it placed the geography of
the physical places in perspective with the
politics of the two different (but maybe
not always different) countries more than
anything else.
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Post-Exhibition
Testimonies (cont.)
Kerrian France, 23
African-American
Afro-Caribbean

Mirra Yu, 21

Korean-American
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Jasmine Cheng, 18

Before this project I definitely did not
know much about Korea’s history and
division other than the small amount that
was taught in world history courses and
what has been displayed by the media.
I think that this project has changed my
perspective on the unification process
because I never really viewed Korean
unification as a process that was eminent
or that could happen within my lifetime. I
think right now this project highlights the
fact that starting small steps now could
potentially have a future of unification,
but the most important aspect is
mediating the difference in perspectives
from both sides and understanding the
effect of the global perspective (depictions
in foreign media, role of Korean diaspora/
emigration, etc.)
The exhibition allowed me to picture a
unified Korea through interactive
pieces, such as the book and the 3D map.
I learned that North Korea is a lot more
different than what the media presents
it as. The pieces in the exhibit were very
interesting and relevant in showing what
the unification process would look like
(modeling after migratory paths, using
nature/ecosystems to further facilitate
the unification, etc.)

Chinese-American

Sophia Kim, 20
Korean-American

I never really thought about what would
happen if North Korea and South
Korea were ever to unite and what would
happen to the DMZ. I guess I pictured it as
the border staying relatively the same and
people would continue on their lives as
usual, and the only people really impacted
would be like politicians and government
people. The exhibit made me ponder
the way normal people would interact
with each other and whether mending
that divide is possible and how physical
structures like a bridge, digital media like
news articles and other media like the
children’s book can help people across
generations learn about one another,
history and the future.
Before I saw this exhibition, I was unsure
about the unification of North and South
Korea mainly because of the political and
economic differences between the two.
Because this exhibition talked about
unification of the people, I saw this thesis
as an opportunity for South Korean
people to stop judging the people from
the North and to start seeing them as
human beings. In South Korea, because
this country is so developed (from
technology), South Korean people
misinterpret materialism as freedom,
which makes them judge North Korean
people to have no freedom. This
exhibition gave me hope of society being
able to unify and become one Korea.
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Post-Exhibition
Testimonies (cont.)
Jihoon Park, 24
Korean

Testimony
Observations
It opened up my perspective on the
methods and processes of unification of
Koreas. Growing up in South Korea, I was
always exposed to the South Korean
educational system that allowed me to
open up to the concept of unification
unlike my parents’ generation which
always taught them to consider the North
Koreans as enemies. However, during my
mandatory service in the military, there
was a conflict between my primary
education and military education, in
which taught me to be able to antagonize
the North Korean regime to be solely
responsible for the sacrifice of my time,
hardship, as well as national and human
resources.

With this background, I was able to build
an ambivalent attitude towards
reunification, which never had any
concrete form of what it could actually
be like, or how it would affect the lives of
two bodies of citizens. This exhibition was
able to demystify the fantasy of
reunification that is held in a lot of South
Korean Millennials by showing
possibilities of ways in which it could
happen as well as circumstances and
effects.
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From these testimonies, there was
generally a superficial understanding
of the unification process. Their various
backgrounds represent a spectrum of
different audiences that have attended
the exhibition, although it is still a small
sample size. It is also important to
understand the perspectives of both
Koreans and Korean-Americans, as it
reveals their different preconceptions.

I also focused on the age group around
my generation, as I feel that this is the
“transitional generation” when
speculating a change from the
conservative to the progressive. Prior to
viewing the exhibit, a lot of the audience
don’t feel that unification is possible due
to its political context, but speculate that
they viewed the whole development
process in a new light when considering
other social factors when imagining the
interactions between the North South
Korean people.

It was interesting to hear from the ones
that did their mandatory military service
for South Korea, where he talked about
how all of his hardships and time
investment should be put into
antagonizing the North Korean regime, as
they are solely responsible for all of South
Korea’s hardships involving the military.
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Success, or Failure?

One factor that should be readdressed
is the volatility of the Korean unification
process. This future ambiguity leads to
the possibility of using speculative
projections as a methodology for
imagining an almost limitless amount of
possibilities for what kind of path a
unified Korea might take.

But these limitless possibilities have
disadvantages as well. As easily as these
scenarios can be imagined, it can be just
as easily dismissed as improbable as well.

It actually puts this proposal in a very
“susceptible” position. As time goes on,
today becomes yesterday, and tomorrow
becomes today. The future becomes the
present through an irreversible flow of
time. I pictured these scenarios as
checklists, when the speculated dates
approach, the intended solution make
draw a different picture than the one that
was proposed, thus hurting the credibility
of the thesis proposal.

This is due to the fact that political
relations between North and South Korea
are always so unpredictably ambiguous.
When this thesis proposal first started,
the relations were developing at an
unprecedented rate, mirroring the success
of the Sunshine Policy in its initial phases.
But as this booklet is being written, North
and South Korea are currently under
tense relations once again, in addition
to South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in
under fire by society for tending too much
to the concerns of North Korea.
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One of the successes of the exhibit format
was that a more thorough understanding
of the opinions of the younger generation
was documented through the postexhibition testimonies of my friends and
colleagues. I was able to understand that
political constraints and considerations
were the biggest factors in why they felt
that unification was possible between
North and South Korea. Another piece
of testimony I did not know about was
that South Korea also has their own way
antagonizing North Korea as a way of
bolstering the vigor to pull through of
their required military training.
In terms of critique for the exhibition,
the absence of my explaining leads the
user to not receive the full intended use
of the exhibition, which was to use the
layout of the exhibition to convey integral
components of the argument, such as the
physical versus emotional distance of
North and South Korea.

Examples of components that were not
noticed include the plants and stanchions
as a representation of the border as an
“accidental sanctuary” and the relative
physical distance between the two
countries and standing on one side as
only having a perception of the other.
There were also logistical failures, such as
the projection quality of the intervention
sequences.
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Long Term
Ambitions
Images:

History: “United Nations”
KOREA.net: “Seoul, Pyongyang
to hold high-level talks on Jan.
9: unification ministry”
by Kim Young Deok and Yoon
Sojung

Through understanding unification as a
“multi-faceted” term, this broadens the
discussion to other methodologies on how
these two Koreas can feel “unified”.
New fields of exploration are put up for
discourse, such as political unification,
where it is covered most often in media,
and the kind where most people feel
skeptical about the validity of this kind of
unification, economic unification, through
the perforation of the borderlines, leading
to inter-Korean economic development,
and mobilized unification, normalizing
the idea of travel between the border,
countering the almost ritualistic taboo of
approaching the border.

These findings can be utilized to serve as
the foundation for treading new territory
of combining the field of architecture with
foreign affairs, politics, and public policy
in order to bridge a liaison between these
different fields of study.
This thesis proposal molded plans for
long term ambitions, both in career goals
and achievement goals. I want to pursue
working in a non-traditional architecture
firm that focuses on how research and
spatial design can impact the distribution
of human rights. After obtaining an
architect license, I plan on going to
graduate school for a degree on either
public policy or foreign affairs. Through
this accumulated credentials, I want
to work with the United Nations and
ultimately land in the Korean Ministry of
Unification, establishing my own division
on architectural development, as I believe
that architecture is crucial when
speculating DMZ development.
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Index

DMZ - Demilitarized Military Zone
JSA - Joint Security Area

MDL - Military Demarcation Line
CCZ - Civilian Control Zone
ROK - Republic of Korea

DPRK - Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea
KPA - Korean People’s Army

UNC - United Nations Command

NNSC - Neutral Nations Supervisory
Commission

MAC - Military Armistice Commission
JDO - Joint Duty Officers

KPA REC - Korean People’s Army
Recreation Room
PLZ - Peace and Life Zone
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